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Most centrally-heated multifamily buildings in low-income areas of this country are still operating with
their original central heating distribution systems. Up to 50% of the buildings receive boiler replacements
when they participate in energy saving retrofit and weatherization programs in Chicago. Technical
assistance providers in energy-conscious retrofit programs for steam-heated multifamily buildings must
constantly wrestle with a number of boiler-related issues. The first issue is whether to specify repair or
replacement of the existing boiler. If replacement, what type: a boiler with an atmospheric burner or a
power burner? How does the building owner's management and maintenance style affect the boiler
treatment choice? '"These issues are particularly important in retrofit programs which must satisfy the
economic criteria of: a) the participants are investing their own money in their buildings and b) the
program sponsors.

These issues are addressed by first reviewing the current energy audit procedures used in Peoples
Conservation Loan Fund (PCLF) and Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) in Chicago and by
presenting some of the guidelines that have evolved based on experience with over 500 retrofitted
buildings $ Also presented are the results of available measurements of the part-load efficiency of various
steam boilers in Chicago and in other cities. These results are synthesized into current best estimates on
re1J~!acementboiler part-load efficiency. Operation and maintenance and capital cost data and assumptions
are summarized and are shown to have a small effect on the incremental life-cycle cost analysis
of the replacement boiler option.

The results can for more boiler and for the additional investment in higher
power burner-based systems for all but the smallest multifamily Further work is

necessary to document the actual part-load of the efficiency boiler options and to
document the of the boiler options to varying quality of operation and
maintenance.

Introduction

The technical assistance in these programs for
steam-heated multifamily buildings must constantly wrestle
with a number of boiler-related issues. These issues are
particularly important in retrofit programs which must
implement retrofit treatments that satisfy the particular
agenda of participants who are investing their own money
in their buildings and also the cost-effectiveness criteria of
the program sponsors.

This paper addresses these issues by first presenting how
they are currently handled in the energy audit procedures
and software used in peLF and WAP programs in
Chicago and by presenting some of the guidelines that
have evolved based on experience with over 500
retrofitted buildings$ Also presented are the results of Gas
Research Institute (GRI)-sponsored field measurements of
the part-load efficiency of a wide range of existing boilers

a
substantial of the low-to-moderate income nOllSUJUZ

stock in northern cities $ These 6 to 50-unit
have the steam systems. In

Chicago, at least 40% of the boilers are the original 70+
year old bric.k-set that has been successively
converted from coal to oil and fmany to natural
gas. Another 10% are steel jacketed fire-tube boilers

from 30 to 50 years old$ The balance of the
boilers are sectionals with atmospheric burners
that were installed within the last 25 years. In the local
Weatherization Assistance (WAP) and the
utH.uy,-sp~Dns:ore~ ~...:-:Al •• " • .-:- Conservation Loan Fund (peLF)
program, boiler replacements occur for up to 50% of the
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The Energy Audit 1li..R1IIli'!Jl"'lll,a""&JIll"ll,*'-'t.8I"l!

In both the peLF and WAP services for Chicago
multifamily buildings, the basic decision-making tool is
the Multifamily Audit Program (MAP) (Evens et aL
1986). The technical assistance provider uses this audit
software to synthesize site-specific measurements of boiler
performance with stored data on performance
characteristics for various boiler types and boiler retrofit
options 0 Required site-specific data include, but are not
limited to: type of heating plant (hot water or steam); type
of distribution system (one-pipe steam, two-pipe steam,
hydromc, etc. ; measured steady-state efficiency and gas

rate. Stored data include part-load efficiency curves
for typical existing boiler types and for new boilers, boiler
installation costs, routine servicing costs for various boiler
types and lifetimes for various replacement
boiler typese

The technical assistance provider also inputs into the MAP
software their assessment of the needs of the boiler
as wen as any other site-specific treatments such as
upgrading the combustion air source or adding a
condensate tank to increase boiler water storage
capacity, etc 0 The audit software also requires data on the

of boiler controls, indoor temperature, building
en"el(')n(~ conditions as wen as current energy use data.

the technical assistance provider selects which
boiler treatment or options are to be analyzed
for the particular building. The resulting output from the
software is a projected cost-effectiveness analysis of each
selected The cost-effectiveness is shown both in
terms of payback as well as in a Benefit-to-Cost
ratio based on a life-cycle cost analysis from the
oelrsDlective of the (based on the retail cost of
gas, fun cost of and any technical and fmancing
fees paid by the participant).

important to have solid evidence that it is indeed
worthwhile for the owner to spend the extra money to get
a more efficient boilero

In the PCLF program, the recommended package of
interacted measures must have a BCR of at least 1.50

the average BCR over all the participants must
be at least 203 in order for the program to meet the Total
Resource Cost test specified the Illinois Commerce
Commission (ICC) for utility sponsored Demand Side

(DSM) programs. The W.IAP program,
focussed strictly on buildings with tenants that are within
150% of the poverty has a more generous
cost-effectiveness criteria--the treatments
must each have a BCR than 10

been
and

IjAII\IS~r\i Context

In there are two large-scale energy conservation
programs for buildings. The
demand side program for gas heated multi-
unit is the Conservation Loan Fund

for buildings housing low- to moderate-income
tenants. The Weatherization Assistance Program
for which has

to include central
reJ)la(~en[letJit. Both these programs have boiler repllacement
rates aPt)rO~:lcn.m2 50% and Wharton The

boiler rate in the PCLF program, will
make it the ECM expense in the entire
program. The of low-interest loans make it
attractive for owners to consider such
investments while are in the program. In
owners of up per unit to go towards

retrofits and boiler an
inducement towards the boiler. the
combination of available at below-market rates
and the and expense associated
with a new boiler make most who enter these
programs consider their boiler ~

Finally, a summary is included of the outstanding research
and development issues to be resolved from the
oelrSDlective of the technical service nt'(,\,U1drlP1t"

Current Practice

in Chicago 0 These results, together with measurements
taken others, are synthesized into updates of part-load
efficiency data needed to make the proper boiler treatment
and decisions 0 & maintenance
assumlDtilons and capital cost data are used to determine
general guidelines for assessing the economics of investing
in the boiler 0

1lhe tech~cal assis~ce

programs for steam-heated must
COllsUmtJlv wrestle with a number of boiler-related issues.
'Ibe first issue is whether to or retHa(~enlenlt.

If what a boiler with an atnloS'Pht~nc

burner or a power burner? What are the implications of
the of pressure vessel iron or wet-base or

How are the variations in ODt~ratlon

& maintenance among the reDllacement boiler
What is the boiler

for the various ranges in for the range of
and It is also
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Tn Ui!Ir_IPll;!ll;! uroutu)ns and a vent
for their higher first cost.

5. There is not a difference in installed cost
between the two options. The cast-iron/power burner

appears to cost less than the atmospheric boiler
for with more than 24 units.

down the sides of the chamber wall and into the wet
legs and therefore win be less likely to inhibit heat
transfer.

For the larger buildings--over 36 units--we frequently
recommend the steel fire-tube boiler with power burner.
In these larger buildings it is more that there will be
a building opening large enough to accommodate h't"1nn-1InN

in an assembled steel from the street level into the
boiler room. If this access is available in these
buildings, the for the cast-iron and steel boilers are

comparable. Steel fire-tube boilers have several
advantages over the cast-iron sectional boilers. The steel
boilers have lower costs and therefore
lifetimes because their pressure vessel can be rer>a:ured

conventional and affordable
the steel fire-tube boilers have

thermal because of the better heat eX(~haJt1ge

from the fire-side to the water-side.

1. The power burner svstenlS do not nr(,~vl('l~ sufficient
energy to modem
boilers eCI1.11D1Jed

the decision is less
Dn~Se]nts the bid as a function of

tJUlllCl1lDQ: size decreases below 20
pre~1D11um of the power burner

boiler. For a six unit
the trend indicates that a

burner has an
Dre~nn1um over an boiler.

Some vendors and contractors recommend
boilers with power burner in these

bUlldUl1f!S because:

the
whereas

ertlcllenc~v due to the lower
nIT-C\l"PI~ because of the

on the burner ~

closes on each
remain open on

vent losses
closed air intake
burner air intake
most vent
induced

1e because of:
of power burners to be tuned

closer to the stoichiometric ratio of air to
the neutral pressure that are

available to boiler c) the
construction which can more heat transfer
surface area from the fireside to the waterside than the

construction.

Available ptions

Once the decision is made to replace the boiler, three
options are available to the owner: an atmospheric draft
cast-iron sectional boiler outfitted with pilotless ignition
and a vent damper; a cast-iron sectional boiler with a
power burner and sealed combustion system; a steel fire
tube boiler with a power burner and sealed combustion
system. In a sealed. combustion system there is no draft
diverter to the boiler from The
draft pressure is in the combustion chamber

is neutral at the exit from the boiler. For bUlldU112S

of 12 to 36 we recommend the cast-iron boiler/
power burner over the cast-iron
boiler. The burner is more
cost-effective for the reasons:

The first decision to make of course is whether to retrofit
or replace the existing boiler. If the existing boiler
required repairs that amounted to one-third the of a
new boiler, the owner is advised to replace the boiler.
This rule of thumb was developed. during the early years
of the precursor of the peLF program--the Chicago
Energy Savers Fund (CESF). It was based on comparing
the MAP audit projections of the BeRs for the
repair/retrofit and the boiler

2.

3. lifetime due to the thicker
cast-iron sections used in the power bUJrne:r-e(1urpt)oo
boilers. Modem cast-iron boilers tend to fail due to
thinned cast-iron sections that are worn

the steam and the
corrosive action at the water line.

4. Easier maintenance of the pressure vessel because of
the of low blow-down outlets for each of
the The barrel of the combustion
chamber also means that any is likely to fan

2. The power burner svs,tenlS have more
and costly maintenance re<1IUU~enlents than of''Ml'''_C'1'l1'''!oht::!o'''''fA

boilers.

3. The power burner systems are more affected poor
maintenancee Some argue the thennal and seasonal

advantage over the cast burner
over an can be

maintained with proper maintenance. Since there is no
that the boilers in these win
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receive proper there is no in
mSltaIHDJ! a boiler that is relatively more sensitive to
the of maintenance.

4. The power burner are more One
contractor with substantial
installing power burner recently recommended

a power burner for a owned
by a condominium association because of the noise
that may annoy the owners above
the boiler room.

Analysis

We chose to focus our evaluation on what is the
boiler for the 6 to I8-unit

bUlll(1llDgS. It is this size range where there is the
most about which is the most appropriate

As described above, in this building range there
are two main boiler replacement options: a sealed
combustion power burner with a cast-iron sectional
pressure vessel, or a cast-iron sectional with an
atcnof3Pl1ler:JlC burner and a site-installed vent ~"""Jll..IUl.8J""'A..
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Our aPt)ro~:acn was to attempt to based on the best
available the performance differences of the
two boiler options based on good mainte-
nance practices.

The results would then determine whether it is worthwhile
to further investigate how sensitive the boiler options are
to variations in maintenance quality and/or whether its
worth to available maintenance services
for clients of the retrofit programs.

The actual fraction of on-time that a boiler is operating at
is an important determinant of the actual seasonal
efficiency of the boiler. As shown in Figure 2, boiler
part-load efficiency drops off rapidly as the seasonal
average percent on-time drops below 15%.

For the purposes of comparing the seasonal efficiency of
the various boiler replacement options, we assumed a
conservative average percent on-time of 18 % for aU
rel:)la(~eJJnellt boilers., This is based on measurements made
at eleven typical buildings to retrofit which had an
average percent on-time of about 19% (Biederman and
Katrakis 1989). It also assumes that the building envelope



2~ Part-Load Efficiency Measurements by
Loss and Flue Loss Methods

1\TM)SPHERIC BOILER
SIOP U::SS TESr
EXTRAPOLATED TO
280p CUI'JXX)R TEMP.

used by Biederman and Katrakis (1989) on a cast-iron
atmospheric boiler with a vent damper and pilotless
ignition. The flue-loss method based on ASTM procedures
was used by the Institute of Gas Technology (IG1) and
the time-to-make steam (TMS) method was used by the
Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT). Note that
the trends indicate that the vent damper results in about a
6 % increase in the part-load efficiency. This boiler was
one of the two most efficient of the eight atmospheric
boilers that were tested. This result is consistent with the
range of savings observed by in other vent damper tests
(Hewett, et. aI, 1988). We will extrapolate a part-load to
steady-state efficiency ratio, E of 0 .. 88 at the identified
fraction on-time of 0.18 ..

The stop loss method was used by at the Center for
Energy and the Urban Environment (Bohac et. aL, 1990)
to derive a for a steel fire-tube
atmospheric boiler with automatic secondary air inlet
~JUl.IIJ"JJll;;lO. Its part-load is 89.9% at a
fraction on-time of 0" 187. at the fraction
on-time of o. its expected part-load efficiency would be
89.. 5%. The results of these tests are surprisingly close
considering the different methods used as well as the
different boiler systems. We will assume that the
atnl0s'Phe~nc boiler will have a efficiency
of 89% at a fraction on-time of 0 .. 18 ..
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treatments win result in a 5 % decrease in the heat
load. The result is that the average boiler after a
COlnpl~en~enslve retrofit will be oversized to
build" heat loss at least a factor of
70 %. 3 shows the on-time for a
nll·r"n~~~·u sized boiler a factor of and

1Jr(J~lected on-time for the 70% oversized boiler.. The
pr()le<~tl()ns also assume a balance of 65of in the

The actual seasonal
errlClc~nc:y of an installed boiler is determined a number
of factors: of the extent to which it is

......IIl.I>.,;I'.A..Ll'lV'l....... the of and combustion air
source, and the of boiler controL Whereas a boiler
tested in the to ASTM standards may
have an AFUE of 65 %, the same boiler under actual

conditions in the field may have a seasonal
of 51 %. an accurate

measurement of the seasonal efficiency of an operating
boiler in the field is valuable information.

There are few data available on the actual
",",&AAVJl'VJI,JI.",';'j of the two replacement boiler options. Figure 2
includes the results of two different measurement methods

There are no data available for modem sealed combustion
cast-iron boilers with wet-legs such as the type that are
being installed in the PCLF retrofit program. At present,
it is only possible to extrapolate from tests on similar
boilers.. Bohac provided test results from two steel
fire-tube boilers with power burners" For one
boiler with a base and an average seasonal fraction
on-time of 0.. he derived a part-load efficiency of
94.. 2 % to 96. 1%.. The other boiler was of wet-leg
construction with an average seasonal fraction on-time of
0.19 and a efficiency of 97.1 %.
We win assume that a hydronic boiler with a
power burner will have a part-load efficiency of 96 .. 5 % at
an average fraction on-time of 0.18.

If the same type of boiler is used to produce steam, it can
be expected that the off-cycle jacket and vent losses win
be higher because of the higher temperature of the heat
transfer medium" It is assumed that the average

of the steam boiler would be 50 to 70°F
higher than for a hydronic boiler.. We estimate that the
off-cycle losses for the steam version would be up to 50 %

than for the boiler. Therefore, since the
hydronic wet-leg boiler with a part-load efficiency of
96.5% has a total of 3 .. 5% of off-cycle losses, we project
that the steam version win have up to 5 .. 25% in off-cycle
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owners of carse These factors led us to
recommend retaining the existing boilers if they were in
good repaire However, as shown in Figure 2, the few

efficiency measurements on these types of
boilers at Winchester and Sherman indicate that their

efficiencies are significantly lower than the
values shown for conventional cast-iron sectional boilers.

These findings again support the case for replacing the
boiler with a properly sized unit

These older boilers are very oversized and
operate at low seasonal fraction on-times. The
aC(~OnlDalD.v:in1:! building envelope improvements such as
attic insulation, storm windows, etce, act to further reduce
the fraction on-time. As shown in Figure 2, the
measurements for the brickset fire-tube boiler (Sherman)
and the steel jacketed fire-tube boiler (Winchester) tend to
show a steep drop-off in part-load efficiency below
fraction on-times of 15 %. These factors all contribute to
the relatively low average seasonal efficiency of these
boilers. Furthermore, as shown by Biederman and
Katrakis (1989), derating these older boilers may not
necessarily result in a significant improvement in seasonal
efficiency. Although the fraction on-time increases, the
part-load curve may shift downwards due to the increase
in the percent of jacket losses (both on and off-cycle).

losses& Since these numbers are based on the stop-loss
do not reflect performance under actual

conditions&Therefore, we win round-up the
.................. ....."'T ..... """ losses to 6 % to account for the effect of real
operating conditions such as boiler cycling& Therefore, the

""'++"~"L"''''''''''''''''7 for a steam boiler with a
sealed combustion power burner is to be about
94%+1-2% 8 At it is not possible to distinguish
between a cast-iron and steel fire-tube boiler

to the research, the MAP
software used. part-load efficiency curves that showed the
fire-tube boilers to have about as good a part-load

as the newer atmospheric cast-iron boilers 0

There were owners and managers participating in
the peLF program that were proud of how wen they
could maintain their original boilers, as there are proud

VS $ A common issue in these older
iJUllCiUllgs with brick-set firetube boilers is whether
to replace or theme It is possible to tune-up these
boilers to achieve efficiencies
jacket of over 80%e Because of their steel

can be indefinitely whereas it
is costly to a leak or crack in the newer cast-iron
sectional boilers.



Expected SteadymoState Efficiency

By design, power burner boilers should have a higher
steady-state efficiency than atmospheric boilers. Power
burners are designed to achieve a better fuel-air mixture
than atmospheric burners. While, atmospheric boilers can
be tuned to apparent steady-state efficiencies of over 80%,
it is likely that these high efficiency atmospheric burners
are "over-achievers If that produce carbon monoxide
(Biederman and Katrakis 1989). Atmospheric boilers
performance is sensitive to the excess air conditions
caused by the oversized chimney/vent systems typically
found in these buildings. Sealed combustion power burner
systems with field-adjusted neutral pressure plates are not
as affected by oversized chimneys.

Atmospheric boilers may be less susceptible to becoming
"out of tune". Because power burners have more moving
parts than atmospheric burners, they may require more
attention in order to maintain their higher efficiency.

Summary of Projected Boiler Efficiencies

Table 1 summarizes our best estimate of the energy
related performance of the two replacement boiler options.
Energy savings were projected. for a range of efficiency
improvements and a base energy intensity of 0.85 therms
per square foot of conditioned space in a building with an
atmospheric boiler with a vent damper. Retail energy
prices were used: $O.50/therm for natural gas delivered to
the boiler and 11/Kwhr for the electricity used the
power burner fan.

peration & aintenance ssumptions

UDler~ltlcln & maintenance costs were for each
of the two The O&M costs have
three cornpc)neJnts:

1& Routine maintenance costs that are incurred
every two years 0 This includes a routine mspec:~tl(J,n

and a clean and tune of the boilero

it is assumed that the major component replacement
during the life of the boiler win be the
electro-mechanical burner controls such as the purge
cycle controller, electrode, or UV flame sensor. It is
assumed that these components have a lifetime of
10 years ..

3. Boiler costs.. It is assumed that the
wet-leg cast-iron boiler with a power burner win last
30 years versus 20 years for the atmospheric cast-iron
boilers. The wet-leg cast iron is heavier and the
design of the wet-let makes it less prone to damage on
the water side from corrosion and from scale

The O&M cost and lifetime assumptions are summarized
in Table 2.

esults

Figure 4 summarizes the effect of boiler efficiency
increase and O&M cost variations on the
cost-effectiveness of going from an atmospheric boiler to
a power burner. The cost-effectiveness is defined as

2. costso For the
boiler it is assumed that the

cornp()nelt1t r~~Dl~lCe]tneJlt that will occur the life
of the boiler will be the site-installed vent damper or
Dllot!less .!.~Ull..J.qU'll. These are currently assumed to have
a 7 year lifetime. For the boiler with a power burner,

NBCR =
DIFFee
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The lines of constant netBeR results appear to be
relatively insensitive to significant variations in the
difference in routine annual O&M costs. The efficiency
variations and building size appear to have the greatest
impact on the netBCRs If we use the high end of the
expected range of efficiency improvement, then even
6-unit buildings would find the higher efficiency boiler to
be cost-effective.

In terms of simple payback, without considering any
O&M cost differences, the owner of a 6-umt building who
invests in the higher efficiency boiler would a 6.7 year
payback. Assuming an annual difference of $100 in
routine servicing costs, the equivalent annual cost
difference in total O&M costs shown in Table 2 is $135.

if O&M considerations are included, the
simple payback becomes 13.3 yearss

1"~1l"II~"'lIlII" '"lr£'l are based on the incremental analysis
i)U]l!QllD2 with a conventional atmospheric
n<:ll1mnp.-rl and a space heating usage index

to the higher performing boiler.
'111Jeretor1e'l the results win vary depending on the actual

usage of the building as well as the actual
space index of the with an atmospheric
boiler and the other energy that would be
~d~ ro ilie The are

slgmtlCaJrlt if the BeR of the entire retrofit
_nrl.'T<fllf:1l'O is close to the minimum allowed the program.

we must mention that these results assume
that the necessary O&M work win be done over the life
of each boiler to maintain their performance. It is
not clear what win if these are to
lIillrlllllal, or crisis-oriented maintenance.

value of the at a
difference in boiler O't''t-lI.-.llt:::bflrl.'{Y

net BCR of the investment in the

difference in the value of the
total O&M costs of the two boiler

difference in current installed boiler
costs.

=

:::::

NBCR

where:

PVDTO&M ::::

DIFFCC ::::

Conclusions & Recommendations

1. Measure the of various
boiler to verify current

used in the selection process.. Also
document the field performance and associated capital
andO&M costs of some of the newer very

COjlde~nS1Ln2 steam boilers to determine if
are appropriate for these retrofit programs.

2. As part of the routine
of the retrofit program, measure the

part-load of installed boilers to assess the
extent of oversizing and actu.al seasonal efficiency"
This will aid in if it is to
more in proper of
repllacement boilers.

4 shows lines of constant netBCR:::: 1 and
netBCR=2~5. These two BeR levels were chosen to
reflect the cost-effectiveness criteria of the
WAP and peLF programs. It is assumed that these are
the minimum values of netBCR that would warrant
spe~na.rn2 the additional money for the
boiler in each of the programs. Also shown in
the range of increase in boiler ......II..11..Il .......JH. .....J....l .....J

reSUUlln2 in from an boiler
power burner

These results indicate that at the low end of the eXiJected

increase in boiler efficiencies and O&M
costs, it is to instan the higher
power burner-based in that are 12 units
or It is for 9-unit but
may not be for 6-umt in the peLF
program with average BCR of 2.3.
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3 Q Conduct a of the of various
boilersQ Test the steady-state ""'1l"'t''lIt''1!;::a.<ll'''&I'1'~l

two years and four years after installation and
document the and cost of &
maintenance this time.
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